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how to zero the kalashnikov ak 47 ak 74 - disclaimer i used the ipad application ballistic pictured right to create ballistic
trajectory graphs with ak 47 sights sitting 2 above the center of bore firing wolf 121 9 grain fmj ammunition that advertises a
muzzle velocity of 2450 fps from a 16 rifle barrel, top ten best guns for survival shtfblog com - okay okay i kicked this list
off with the barrett just because i don t own one and i wouldn t buy one but i ll tell you what if shtf and you have one you re
on my side the sticker price 3 000 12 000 on one of these monsters is enough to take anyone s breath away but witnessing,
rifle deals gun deals - as part of the android operative system there is a restriction that blocks installing applications
outside the google play store if it s your first time installing an app through gun deals you re greeted with install blocked,
steel case ammo good or bad cheaper than dirt - steel case ammo is available in a wide variety of calibers these days
and has become quite popular let s talk about the good and the bad of using it, rifle deals gun deals - as part of the
android operative system there is a restriction that blocks installing applications outside the google play store if it s your first
time installing an app through gun deals you re greeted with install blocked
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